
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Hawke’s Bay Racing Inc. Date: Sunday 22 October 2017 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead(4) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), N Goodwin, D Balcombe, M Austin 
Vet: M Newall, A Gibbs 
Typist: L Goodwin 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: LONDARO, WHIPPED, HEAVENS KEEP, COLLABORATE, STEPPENWOLF, MISS WILSON, 

LUCYINRIO,  ALL IN VOGUE, WAIT A SEC, GINGERNUTS, ENDEAN ROSE, YEARN 
Suspensions: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race 8 
 
8 

O Bosson GINGERNUTS - fined $1000 
[Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] Excessive use of whip prior to 100 metres 
J Parkes WAIT A SEC - fined $1200 
[Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] Excessive use of whip prior to 100 metres 

Warnings: Race 2 
 
5 
 
8 
 
9 

S MacNab WHIPPED  
[Rule[638(1)(d)]  Shifting ground 600 metres 
H Andrew SMOKEN’ ACE  
[Rule[638(1)(d)]  Shifting ground 1000 metres 
O Bosson GINGERNUTS 
[Rule[638(1)(d)]  Shifting ground 600 metres 
K Cowan XCUSES XCUSES 
[Rule[638(1)(d)]  Shifting ground 800 metres 

Horse Actions: Race 9 ODISHA - Cardiac Arrhythmia, Veterinary Certificate of Fitness required 

Follow Up: Race 1 
7 
8 
9 
9 

FRENCH SERGE  
KING OBERON 
CHANCE TO DANCE 
ODISHA 
EUPHORIA 

Medical Certificates: D Turner - Clearance received  

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Nil   

 
GENERAL:  

No issues to report. 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 HASTNGS-HEART OF HAWKE’S BAY MILE (1600) 

NASHEETA (D Turner) - Slow away. 
 



FRENCH SERGE (O Bosson) - When questioned regarding performance rider was unable to offer any excuse with a 
subsequent veterinary examination not revealing any obvious abnormality other than the gelding having lost the left 
front plate.  
 

Race 2 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE (1600) 

WHIPPED (S MacNab) - Slow away. 
 
EM KAY POPS (R Elliot) - Slow away. 
 
HIGH SPIRITS (S Collett) - Slow away. 
 
BREAKFASTATEIGHT (J Parkes) - Raced ungenerously when being restrained going into the bend at the 1300 metres. 
 
S MacNab (WHIPPED) - Issued with a warning after shifting outwards off the heels of ROYAL RUBY hampering MISS 
INTERPRETED passing the 600 metres. 
 
MISS INTERPRETED (T Johnson) - Had to be steadied to avoid the heels of WHIPPED passing the 600 metres. 
 
ASAMA BLUE (L Innes) - Held up passing the 400 metres and was unable to obtain clear running until shifting 
outwards across heels near the 200 metres. 
 
ALLURE (S Weatherley) - Held up near the 250 metres, improved onto the heels of O’CEIRINS CHOICE having to be 
restrained passing the 50 metres. 
 

Race 3 TARZINO MILE (1600) 

CAMINO ROCOSO (M Coleman) - Slow away. 
 
QUINTESSENTIALLY (D Johnson) - Slow away. 
 
BEEFEATER (S Weatherley) - Had a tendency to over-race in the middle stages, when questioned regarding 
performance rider advised the gelding had travelled comfortably enough but was unable to quicken when placed 
under pressure and had been disappointing. 
 

Race 4 XMAS AT THE RACES - HASTINGS 12/11 & 14/12 2100 (2100) 

EARL’S COURT (S McKay) - Slow away. 
 
KINGIESSTAR (S Collett) - Slow away. 
 
DONTBREAKMYHEART (D Turner) - Had to briefly steady near the 1900 metres to avoid the heels of CENTRE 
ATTENTION which shifted inwards when not fully clear. Apprentice M Singh was advised to exercise care. 
 
CENTRE ATTENTION (M Singh) - Raced keenly in the middle stages. 
 
KEILIB (S Weatherley) - Raced keenly in the middle stages. 
 
COLLABORATE (J Riddell) - Briefly steadied passing the 600 metres when LEADING ROLE (J Parkes) shifted outwards to 
improve, J Parkes was advised to exercise care, lay in under pressure passing the 100 metres having to be 
straightened. 
 
LEADING ROLE (J Parkes) - Raced in restricted room passing the 100 metres when COLLABORATE lay in under 
pressure. 



 
MY TOMMY (M Tanaka) - When questioned regarding performance rider was unable to offer any excuses. A post-race 
veterinary inspection revealed no abnormality. 
 

Race 5 SACRED FALLS 1200 (1200) 

BACHATA (R Elliot) - Awkwardly away, raced ungenerously for a distance when being restrained passing the 900 
metres, hampered passing the 600 metres, had a tendency to lay inwards in the final straight having difficulty 
obtaining clear running over the final 150 metres. 
 
THISTIGERDIDIT (J Nason) - Awkwardly away. 
 
ORANGE SHORE (M Du Plessis) - Raced ungenerously when being restrained in the early stages, making the bend 
approaching the 800 metres awkwardly going back onto DANGER DEE which had to be steadied. 
 
DANGER DEE (J Riddell) - Had to be steadied to avoid heels approaching the 800 metres then raced ungenerously for 
a distance. 
 
STEPPENWOLF (C Lammas) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
HUNYAMONTH (K Cowan) - Raced wide throughout. 
 
H Andrew (SMOKEN’ACE) - Issued with a warning after permitting her mount to shift inwards when not fully clear of 
PERFECT SHOCK which had to be steadied passing the 1000 metres. 
 
PERFECT SHOCK - Steadied when crowded passing the 1000 metres. 
 
SMOKEN’ ACE (H Andrew) - Improved onto heels having to be restrained passing the 600 metres hampering 
BACHATA. 
 
HOCUS POCUS (S Weatherley) - Held up early in the final straight until shifting outwards across the heels of RED 
TIARA to obtain clear running near the 200 metres. 
 
BUSHFIRE (L Hemi) - Held up passing the 150 metres. 
 

Race 6 RED BADGE SPRING SPRINT (1400) 

NASHVILLE (K Cowan) - Slow away.  
 
AMARULA (S McKay) - Slow away.  
 
SEIZE THE MOMENT (T Harris) - Raced ungenerously making the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly dictating 
SHADOW CAST outwards inconveniencing MIGHTY SOLOMON, approaching the 600 metres was jostled between 
SHADOWS CAST and WILLS ROAD which both shifted ground slightly with THEE AULD FLOOZIE and MIGHTY 
SOLOMON which were following being hampered as a result, when questioned regarding performance rider advised 
had raced ungenerously and was not suited to racing in tight quarters amongst other runners. A post-race veterinary 
examination did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 
THEE AULD FLOOZIE (D Johnson) - Hampered approaching the 600 metres, when questioned regarding performance 
rider advised had never travelled well and felt that the mare may benefit from being freshened. Trainer S Marsh 
confirmed that the mare would be sent for a spell. A post-race veterinary examination did not reveal any obvious 
abnormality. 
 



SHADOWS CAST (A Collett) - Dictated outwards near the 800 metres. 
 
MIGHTY SOLOMON (J Riddell) - Inconvenienced near the 800 metres, hampered approaching 600 metres, when 
questioned regarding performance rider advised the gelding had received a chequered run but had been 
disappointing. 
 
SNAPSHOT (C Lammas) - Made the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly after being placed in restricted room to the 
inside of SEIZE THE MOMENT, had some difficulty obtaining clear running until passing the 200 metres. 
 
LUCYINRIO (M Du Plessis) - Shifted outwards to avoid the heels of LA FILLE EN JEU (L Hemi) near the 600 metres after 
being crossed by that runner which was marginally clear inconveniencing WATCH THIS SPACE. L Hemi was advised to 
exercise care. 
 
WATCH THIS SPACE (S Weatherley) Inconvenienced near the 600 metres. 
 
LUNAR ROSSA (M Coleman) - Held up early in the final straight. 
 

Race 7 WINDSOR PARK STUD 2100 (2100) 

BALHAM (M Du Plessis) - Lost its footing and blundered badly leaving the barriers. 
 
STORMY HABIT (R Elliot) - Slow away. 
 
WAZUZU (R Myers) - Lay in under pressure making contact with KING OBERON near the 250 metres. 
 
KING OBERON (S McKay) - Bumped near 250 metres, when questioned regarding performance rider could offer no 
excuse. A post-race veterinary examination revealed a poor post-race recovery. 
 
NO CHANGE (S Weatherley) and ALL IN VOGUE (S Collett) came together making slight contact on a number of 
occasions in the final straight.  
 

Race 8 LIVAMOL CLASSIC (2040) 

ROCK ON (A Collett) - Slow away losing several lengths, unable to obtain clear running over the final 150 metres. 
 
GINGERNUTS (O Bosson) - Crowded leaving the barriers, shifted inwards near the 600 metres hampering WAIT A SEC. 
O Bosson was issued with a warning. 
 
WAIT A SEC (J Parkes) - Hampered near the 600 metres. 
 
CHANCE TO DANCE (L Innes) - Raced three wide without cover throughout, when questioned regarding performance 
rider was of the opinion that the gelding would be better suited by some easing of the ground. A post-race veterinary 
examination did not reveal any obvious abnormality. 
 
FIVE TO MIDNIGHT (D Johnson) - Raced ungenerously for a short distance when being restrained passing the 1700 
metres. 
 
ENDEAN ROSE (C Lammas) - Rider dropped right rein near the 125 metres, with the mare then briefly becoming 
awkwardly placed near the heels of SAINT EMILION having to be corrected by its rider after regathering his reins. 
 
SOFIA ROSA (T Harris) - Inconvenienced near the 150 metres when GINGERNUTS shifted inwards under pressure. 
 



O Bosson (GINGERNUTS) - Admitted a breach of [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] in that he used his whip excessively prior to 100 
metres with the Judicial Committee imposing a fine of $1,000. 
 
J Parkes (WAIT A SEC) - Admitted a breach of [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] in that he used his whip excessively prior to 100 
metres with the Judicial Committee imposing a fine of $1,200. 
 
CLOSE UP (G Cooksley) - Trainer S Hale reported that after cooling down the gelding was sore in the right foreleg and 
that it was now her intention to send CLOSE UP for a spell. 
 

Race 9 BOSTOCK NEW ZEALAND SPRING CARNIVAL FINALE (1400) 

VINO BLANCO (S Collett) - Slow away. 
 
ARRAIGNMENT (D Johnson) - Jumped away awkwardly, shifted outwards making contact with LORD SIBFORD near 
the 250 metres. 
 
HANK MOODY (A Shin) - Improved into a marginal run to the inside of VINO BLANCE near the 1100 metres. 
Apprentice A Shin will be spoken to regarding this incident. 
 
K Cowan (XCUSES XCUSES) - Issued with a warning after allowing her mount to shift inwards near the 800 metres 
placing SHARED SECRETS in restricted room with that runner having to be steadied going back onto VINO BLANCO 
which was hampered. 
 
SHARED SECRET (T Johnson) - Steadied after being placed in restricted room near the 800 metres. 
 
VINO BLANCO (S Collett) - Hampered 800 metres. 
 
LADY GUINESS (M Du Plessis) - Steadied when briefly placed in restricted room to the inside of LORD SIBFORD which 
lay in going into the bend near the 800 metres. 
 
GOODSAV (V Colgan) - Raced three wide without cover. 
 
LORD SIBFORD (J Parkes) - Bumped 250 metres. 
 
XCUSES XCUSES (K Cowan) - Held up approaching the 200 metres becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of 
EUPHORIA having to shift inwards abruptly. 
 
EUPHORIA (C Lammas) - When questioned into the disappointing run rider was of the opinion that the step up in 
distance and the improved track conditions may not have suited the mare. 
 
ODISHA (L Innes) - Not persevered with in final straight with rider advising something had felt amiss with the mare. A 
post-race veterinary examination revealed the mare had suffered from Cardiac Arrhythmia with the appropriate 
veterinary certificate of fitness now being required prior to racing again. 

 


